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The introduction of new business software in January is becoming a permanent 
construction site for LIQUI MOLY. What should simplify the processes and reduce costs 
for the oil and additive specialist has caused the exact opposite and spoiled the 
half-year results. “If we were listed on the stock exchange, I would have to issue a profit 
warning,” says Managing Director Ernst Prost.

The business software is used, among other things, to manage purchasing, control 
production, handle shipping and issue invoices. It is therefore of central importance 
for the weal and woe of LIQUI MOLY. The earlier software was decades old and was in-
creasingly reaching its limits. Therefore, after years of preparation, it was replaced at the 
turn of the year. But instead of only the expected teething troubles of introduction, there 
were massive difficulties, which continue to this day. Difficulties that have a direct impact 
on business operations. “Despite the support of renowned software houses, we are still 
unable to produce and deliver at the level that we expect and that our customers expect 
from us,” says Ernst Prost.

For customers, this leads to justified frustration and annoyance. “I’ve never had to apol-
ogize to my clients as many times in my entire professional life as I have in the last six 
months. What we are currently delivering in terms of performance hurts me deeply,” says 
Ernst Prost. And it leads to considerable additional costs, for example for containers that 
can only be filled halfway with goods, for forwarding agents that have to wait longer than 
planned for loading, or for air freight if urgently needed goods will no longer arrive on time 
by ship. “Our customers aren’t responsible for our problems, so we do everything we can 
to minimize the impact on them and bear the extra cost.” But this is not the end of the 
story. “In addition to the huge expense of software migration as such, new troubleshooting 
and rectification costs crop up every day.”

All this is clearly making its mark in the business figures. Compared to the first half of 
2018, sales declined merely slightly by 0.8 percent to 259.6 million euro, and this only 
because the high order backlog could not be fully processed due to computer problems. 
Half-year earnings, however, fell by around 30 percent to 11 million euro. “I never thought 
a software switch in 2019 could take an entire enterprise so much off the rails.”
LIQUI MOLY has been spoiled by success for a long time now: More sales and more profit 
year after year. The current situation has hit the company unexpectedly. Thanks to the high 
level of performance, however, this means only a dent in the profit and is – as yet – far 
away from a situation that threatens the very existence of the company. “We will not have 
any aimless activism in the form of short-time work or job cuts,” says Ernst Prost. “We 
shall stay on course, we shall continue to expand, we shall continue to hire new people, 
and we shall continue to invest in new products and new markets.”

So there will be no change of strategy and no austerity measures. Quite the contrary: “The 
current problems have shown us areas where we will now invest in order to become even 
better,” says Ernst Prost. For instance, the construction of a new central warehouse will 
simplify logistics. “The storm we are currently experiencing is much stronger than pre-
dicted. High waves may break on our ship, some sailors may get wet, and some passen-
gers may feel sick. But our ship is seaworthy and not in danger. Soon, this storm too shall 
pass. I hope that, together with our software suppliers, we will solve the computer prob-
lems by the end of the year at the latest.”

LET US BE CLEAR

PRESS RELEASE

Managing Director 
Ernst Prost is angry 
about the computer 
problems.

New software enfuriates 
LIQUI MOLY boss

Assessment: Technology spoils the business figures of the oil 
company based in Ulm, Germany: „If we were listed 

on the stock exchange, I would have to issue a profit warning,“ 
says CEO Ernst Prost.
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LET US BE CLEAR PRESS RESPONSE

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 10.07.19
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LET US BE CLEARPRESS RESPONSE

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 17.07.19
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PRESS RESPONSE
LET US BE CLEAR

Wirtschaftswoche, 
22.07.19
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Wirtschaftswoche, 11.07.19
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EDITORIAL

Jörg Witopil
(Copywriter)

Niklas Döhring
(Graphic Artist)

Dear LIQUI MOLY friends,
Slightly more than half of the year 2019 is over. And, due to the bumpy introduction 
of the new ERP software, our performance is far from meeting our requirements. 
Above all, it does not meet the demands of our customers. This is not the 
'LIQUI MOLY family worldwide’ we know and love! And that will definitely change 
in the second half of the year – because we will take on challenges like these in a 
sporting spirit, and master them professionally with our unique will to win!

In football, the halftime sermon would now serve as the last resort. To praise, to 
criticize, to motivate, but above all to intervene correctively and constructively and 
to save the lost game by a combined effort of will. This locker room speech of the 
highly successful trainer and Bundesliga manager Ralf Rangnick sums it up well:

“What we need is a sense of unity and team spirit. The problem with these two things 
is that you can't just call upon them to come. There is no point in us saying now that we 
need a sense of togetherness, cohesion, unity – these are all empty phrases. We have 
to really live these things. We have to fulfill them out on the playing field. We must 
experience them and we must have this unconditional will to win. Then the fire will ig-
nite in the mental area, ignite in the athletic area. I am absolutely sure we can achieve 
this. We’re fit enough to do this. And on the tactical side, we know what we have to do. 
What matters now is that we do it. There’s no substitute for really doing it. We can talk 
as much as we want. The others can talk as much as they want. Just do it! I want to see 
a band of warriors out there. Strike back with everything you’ve got. Because, where 
we’re going, we don’t get given anything for free. 
Nowhere is this so. And that’s why I say: go out now and get what you want!”

Whether victory or defeat. Promotion or relegation. Champions League or district 
division. It’s always up to us! So let’s do it. With passion, energy and dedication. 
Let’s make sure this game is decided in our favor, so that we can continue playing 
in the “Champions League” together with all our partners, customers and fans 
worldwide.

Time for a successful second half!

LIQUI MOLY I MEGUIN I 08 I 2019

SUPERHEROES

NEWCOMER

Reliably protects 
mowing robots
from sunburn!

Our new superhero for robotic 
lawnmowers has landed
Mowing robots do their job inconspicuously under the 
blazing sun. But, in the long run, the UV exposure 
will harm the housing: the plastic will bleach out and 
become brittle. Our new Robotic Lawnmower Cleaning 
and Care Spray protects the expensive garden helpers 
and ensures a long service life when used regularly. 
And what helps outside is also good for their 
counterparts inside the house. The spray is also ideal 
for the care of robot vacuum cleaners.

With UV

protection
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FORMULA 1

GERMAN GRAND PRIX
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How to win fans and races: The Formula 1 drivers 
fought a dramatic race in poor weather conditions 
from the first to the last lap, giving the 71,000 fans at the 
track and millions of TV viewers at home a motorsport 
spectacle the like of which they had not seen for a long 
time - and our logo was right there!

FORMULA 1

GERMAN GRAND PRIX
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PRODUCT RANGE

EVERYDAY HEROES PART 2

Our SUPERHEROESSUPERHEROES
on a "slippery" mission
Tough job in car, workshop, house or garden? 
The LIQUI MOLY superheroes come
as called!Ph
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CAR INTERIOR CAR INTERIOR 
CLEANERCLEANER  
Part no.: 1547

Eliminates dirt in the entire
vehicle interior.

Super strong also as:
• Universal cleaner for removing 

beverage, candy and nicotine 
residues from plastics.

TACKY LUBE TACKY LUBE 
SPRAYSPRAY  
Part no.: 4084

For preventative lubrication of 
moving parts in the automotive  
and household sectors.

Super strong also for:
• Stiff hinges for outdoor use 
• Lock bolts for corrosion 

protection and lubrication
• Rails of hanging sliding doors 

with steel rollers

LM 40 MULTI-LM 40 MULTI-
PURPOSE SPRAYPURPOSE SPRAY  
Part no.: 6068

The all-rounder for home, hobby, workshop and 
bicycle. For hinges, screws, and much more.

Super strong also for:
• Locks
• Screws
• Adhesive residue removal
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LIQUIMATE LIQUIMATE 
2-COMPONENT 2-COMPONENT 
POWER POWER 
ADHESIVEADHESIVE  
Part no.: 6179

Universal adhesive for body 
and vehicle manufacture (e.g. 
bumper, radiator, lights, 
handles, console parts, spoiler, 
phone and speaker attachment).

Super strong also for:
• Repairing broken chipboards
• Gluing poorly holding anchors 

into old walls 
• Production of durable and 

high-strength bondings  
of all kinds

PTFE POWDER PTFE POWDER 
SPRAYSPRAY
Part no.: 3076

Universal slip agent for practically 
every material, especially in textile and 
wood processing for bearings, slide 
rails, rollers, chains and threads. Well 
suited as a separator agent in plastic  
machining.

Super strong also for:
• Roller shutter and curtain rails
• Tight drawers in antique furniture 

without runners
• Sawing work on small wooden pan-

els, so that they can be pushed more 
easily on the circular saw

PRODUCT RANGE

EVERYDAY HEROES PART 2

CAR WASH CAR WASH 
& WAX& WAX
Part no.: 1542

For thorough and gentle 
cleaning of paint finishes while 
protecting at the same time.

Super strong also for:
Glossy wall tiles. The wax layer 
reduces the amount of renewed 
soiling and facilitates cleaning.

SILICONE SPRAYSILICONE SPRAY
Part no.: 3310

Outstanding lubricant for 
sunroof and seat tracks, 
carburetor control
linkages, door and 
window hinges. 
 
  
Eliminates noise on plastic trims.

Super strong also for:
• Roof window rubber to prevent sticking 
• Rails of sluggish roller shutters
• Mounting the garden hose on hose nozzles
• Lubrication of the rods on the  

foosball table 
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PRODUCT RANGE

EVERYDAY HEROES PART 2

CHROME GLOSS CHROME GLOSS 
CREAMCREAM  
Part no.: 1529

For cleaning and maintaining 
chrome and decorative metal parts 
in the automotive, motorcycle 
and bicycle sectors. Do not use on 
pedals, foot rests and tires.

Super strong also for:
• Fittings in kitchen, bathroom, 

sink, etc.
• Plastic chrome trim

* Before use, please check effect at an inconspicuous spot

MICROFIBER CLOTHMICROFIBER CLOTH
Part no.: 1651

For cleaning work in trade, industry 
and household.

Super strong also for:
• Dust and dirt removal
• Repolishing when using various   
cleaning and care products

GLOSS SPRAY GLOSS SPRAY 
WAXWAX
Part no.: 1647

Outstanding paint care for 
in-between. Ideal paint finish 
sealing against weather 
influences. For colored and 
metallic paints, new or corre-
spondingly prepared, as well as 
for the quick preparation of new 
vehicles or used vehicles 
in exhibition halls.

Super strong also for:
High-gloss paneling in kitchen, 
living rooms, bedrooms, 
children’s rooms, etc.

COLD SPRAYCOLD SPRAY
Part no.: 8916

For inserting ball bearings, 
shafts and bushings into  
fits as well as checking  
electrical components such as 
temperature sensors, circuit 
boards, etc.

Super strong also for:
• Removing chewing gum  

from clothing
• Removal of 

candle wax residues
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Little heroes with 

great effect!
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Full brand power 
and podium finish 
for home race
With the 3rd place of Marcel  
Schrötter and 5th place for  
Tom Lüthi, the LIQUI MOLY 
brand spectacle was a highlight 
at the Motorcycle Grand Prix 
Germany at the Sachsenring cir-
cuit. Together with the Dynavolt 
Intact GP team sponsored by us, 
we presented our more than 200 
customers and partners with 
the unique LIQUI MOLY spirit on 
our home turf.

GERMANY

MOTORBIKE GRAND PRIX

Visiting the Dynavolt Intact GP lounge:

our competition winners from the USA, 

Johnny (left) and Jarrett (right) Jester, together 

with Peter Baumann (Marketing Director 

LIQUI MOLY).

Fan enthusiasm during the 

autograph session at the 

LIQUI MOLY stand!
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As the exclusive lubricant supplier for the Moto2 and Moto3 
series, our high-performance motor oils prove their unique 
performance potential race after race, which is smoothly
transferred to regular road use!

GERMANY

MOTORBIKE GRAND PRIX
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A backdrop that truly inspired 
peak performance: The athletics 
event “Berlin Flies!” took place 
for the first time on the apron 
of Tempelhof Airport with 
LIQUI MOLY as sponsorship 
partner. In addition to the live 
broadcast on ZDF, our logo was 
always in the picture during the 
extensive pre- and post-reporting 
on TV.

GERMANY
BERLIN FLIES
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World-class athletics
meets world-class lubricant 
brand! The 23rd Combined 
Events Challenge of Stadtwerke 
Ratingen showed that this 
combination drives all athletes 
to top performances. 
Enthusiastic fans and our 
widely visible logo 
accompanied the athletes 
in their fight for every 
hundredth of a second and 
every inch.

GERMANY

ATHLETICS
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Earning money with LIQUI MOLY – this idea is also becoming increasingly popular in Iraqi 
workshops! Our professional service concept for automatic transmissions with Gear Tronic II 
shows in an exemplary manner how easy and effective it is to generate additional business. 
The enthusiasm of the mechanics and sales staff, who were trained by our application engineer 
Stephan Weissinger together with our Iraqi colleague Nihad in Duhok, Erbil, Ranya, Kalar 
and Sulaymaninah, was correspondingly great.

IRAQ

TRAINING TRIP
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With competence, diligence and first-class lubricants made in Germany, our Ukrainian sales staff 
(top and bottom right) always ensure full, well-stocked Futura shops and satisfied customers 
throughout the country.

UKRAINE

Our partner LMR CADJEE provided a blue, red and white eye-catcher at the Motor Expo end user 
exhibition on La Réunion, where our additive, car care and oil range for motor vehicles and 
motorcycles was presented to around 4,000 visitors.

LA RÉUNION

MOTOR EXPO
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www.liqui-moly.es

* Test para movimientos traslación-oscilación (SRV®) 2016: Molygen New Generation 5W-30 frente a aceites de motor convencionales de la misma viscosidad.

Reducción del consumo de combustible 
hasta un 15% de reducción del 
coeficiente de fricción*

Siempre el mejor rendimiento
Alta estabilidad a altas temperaturas
y presión

Motores con mayor vida útil
hasta un 30% menos de desgaste*
Motores con mayor vida útil
hasta un 30% menos de desgaste*

Color verde fluorescente
con control molecular de la fricción
y aditivo incluido

Color verde fluorescente
con control molecular de la
y aditivo incluido

Color verde fluorescente
con control molecular de la
Color verde fluorescente

y aditivo incluidoy aditivo incluido

Color verde fluorescente
con control molecular de la
y aditivo incluidoy aditivo incluido

Color verde fluorescente

y aditivo incluidoy aditivo incluido

Color verde fluorescente
con control molecular de la
y aditivo incluido

Haga
brillar 
su motor
Con control molecular 
de la fricción

El color verde fluorescente 
permite identificar fugas en el Sistema 
con una luz ultravioleta

SPAIN

When proud Irish blood meets Germany’s best lubricant, a royal bond is created: The karting 
team of the Belfast Royal Academy 2019 – seen here as part of a training session for the national 
finale of the British Schools Karting Championship (from left to right): Jack Gillespie, Oliver 
O’Kane, Ben Martin and David Rea. Powered by LIQUI MOLY and our Irish sales partner CD Group.

ENGLAND

SPONSORSHIP
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It runs and runs and runs … and to keep it that way, these Beetle enthusiasts from Paraguay trust 
not only in the German cult car, but also in Germany’s No. 1 cult lubricant. So it was an honor 
for us to be the main sponsor and exhibitor at the official Beetle Day of the VW club “Volks Free 
Paraguay” and to bring our global brand closer to the 2,000 visitors.

PARAGUAY

BEETLE DAY
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Our LIQUI MOLY Paraguay team was able to score points at the Expo Taller Mecánica in Asunción 
with its unique breadth and depth of product range and charming brand ambassadors.

PARAGUAY

EXPO TALLER MECÁNICA
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At the “Kara-Balta Drive 2019” in Kyrgyzstan, our LIQUI MOLY Smoke Crew racing team per-
formed impressively. With LIQUI MOLY power in the engine, the route led uncompromisingly 
through sludge and mud, so that pilot Alexey Vedenev and navigator Artyom Egorov ended up with 
an excellent 3rd place in the TR-1 category!

KYRGYZSTAN

KARA-BALTA DRIVE

Makes any kind of dirt hit the road: 

LIQUI MOLY vehicle care!

Mud-ch better than others: the cleaners, shampoos, 
polishes, waxes and many other helpers 
from our unbeatable vehicle care range.
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Small car, great performance: After the third round of the championship, Mirza Lovic, sponsored 
by Auto-G Odense (the local LIQUI MOLY sales partner), took first place in the Danish Yokohama 
1600 Challenge at the Jyllands-Ringen race track.

Full throttle to MotoGP: As seen here at the international Yamaha R3 Cup in Assen (Netherlands), 
15-year-old Oliver Svendsen from CS-M Racing proves time and again that he can one day 
become a big player – supported by Auto-G Midt-Vest, a subsidiary of our Danish importer.

DENMARK

Sponsored by LIQUI MOLY Danmark, drift driver Mikkel Overgaard 
(Overgaard Motorsports #808) was also the absolute darling of the 
public in the 2nd round of the Nordic Drift Series. As the only driver 
to participate in the Drift Masters European Championship, he is the 
clear number 1 in Danish drifting. The success of our sponsorship is 
reflected in the massive interest of racing drivers and fans in 
our brand. Five of Denmark’s ten best drift drivers currently use our 
10W-60 GT1 Race Tech oil.

DENMARK

NORDIC DRIFT SERIES
DENMARK
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Tough battle for 1st place between Andrea Babin in a BMW and Nancy Waho
in a Nissan 240 SX at the Red Bull King of Drift – both powered by LIQUI MOLY! 
Exciting events such as this one in New Caledonia (South Pacific) carry 
our brand into the hearts of fans all over the world.

NEW CALEDONIA

RED BULL KING OF DRIFT

Photo: SUGAR photographie / Jerome Emeriaud
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Whether in the proven blue-red-white or in the black-green MOLYGEN design: Both cars from the 
LIQUI MOLY GhiaSports team are a real eye-catcher and transport our brand race after race 
to China’s motorsport fans – as seen here at the Pan Delta Super Racing Festival at the Zhuhai 
International Circuit.

In the 2nd round of the FIA European Truck Racing Championship on the Hungaroring, 
25,000 spectators experienced how truck pilot Jochen Hahn, supported by us, took the lead in the 
European Truck Championship. With bright sunshine, temperatures of almost 30 °C in the shade 
and over 50 °C on the track, but also heavy rain showers and thunderstorms, once again both 
driver and team as well as our lubricants demonstrated their full performance capability!

HUNGARY

TRUCK EM
CHINA

RACING FESTIVAL
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The Phantom Pro Racing team, 
sponsored by our partner DU-HOPE and 
using LIQUI MOLY lubricants exclusively 
to chase after points, showed that not 
only the outer but also the inner values 
count: By taking both 1st and 2nd place 
in the GT4 class, the team once 
again cleaned up fully at the China GT 
Championship race in Shanghai.

CHINA

PHANTOM PRO RACING

5 liters for a Hallelujah: 
With our Synthoil Energy 0W-40, 
sports car engines feel like they’re 
in the 7th heaven!
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Full-throttle sponsorship of our partner DU-HOPE: With both the TCR China and the TCR Asia
racing series, our colors were well represented at the Zhejiang International Circuit. DU-HOPE 
sponsored the winning teams LIQUI MOLY and NEWFASTER and at the same time, as strategic 
partner of the event, ensured the full flying of LIQUI MOLY flags along the race track.

CHINA

TCR
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With bro power and Germany’s best lubricant to success: Driver Werner Mostert and his 
navigating brother won the 1st slot at the Toyota Desert 1000 in Selebi Phikwe, securing attention 
for our brand.

BOTSWANA

TOYOTA DESERT 1000

Fun meets top-class sport at the LIQUI MOLY INEX Legends Championship on the 
Dezzi Raceway (KwaZulu-Natal). And, right in the middle, our legendary global brand! 

SOUTH AFRICA

LIQUI MOLY INEX LEGENDS

Gives grease, oil and 
dirt no chance: 
our Brake & 
Parts Cleaner!
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Fantasy on four wheels
Beautiful car and 650 HP power pack in one: When 
dream car meets dream oil, then it is THE dream 
vehicle in an eye-catching, blue-red-white 
LIQUI MOLY design! The Rotiform Golf MK2 of our 
Canadian friends from Kraftwerx Auto Inc is the star 
wherever it appears.

CANADA

BEAUTY AND BEAST

For cleaning the finest 
engine components only 

the finest material: 
our Engine Compartment 

Cleaner!

Fast, effective paint 
care for in-between: 

Our Gloss Spray
Wax ensures a 

glossy appearance 
always and 

everywhere!
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Great job and big win! With an impressive performance, the TURNER Motorsport team, 
sponsored by us, took the well-deserved victory at the Canadian Tire Motorsport Park. 
Bill Auberlen and Robby Foley delivered a dominant performance with their BMW M6 GT3, 
marking the team’s first victory of the season – which was also a great victory for our brand 
awareness in North America.

USA

TURNER MOTORSPORT
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Out of love for our brand and trust in our top quality, our customer autoPRO Bux from Ofterdingen 
delights not only customer cars but also their own racing cars with the finest LIQUI MOLY 
lubricants. 

With Germany’s best lubricant in a French automobile through the hinterland of Portugal – 
the A.Maia Sport Team sponsored by us lived the European ideal in the Viana do Castelo rally 
at a fast pace.

GERMANY

PORTUGAL

We “treat” all vehicle parts.
Everything from a single source: Motor oils, additives, 
car care, chemical solutions and service products 
for cars, trucks, motorcycles, 
marine and industrial applications.

www.liqui-moly.de
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A real outstanding performance: the 
comprehensive cleaning and care range 
by LIQUI MOLY for external and internal 
use on vehicles!

PRODUCT RANGE

    Top quality for 

racing circuit and road
VEHICLE CARE

Proven under 
the toughest
conditions: With an 
unrivaled variety of 
products, we transport 
our motorsport
experience directly
onto the road.

ADDITIVES

Only precisely the right oil 
ensures maximum performance 
and minimum wear. 
LIQUI MOLY offers the 
right oil for every vehicle 
in the world!

Performance optimization, cleaning, corrosion protection, lu-
brication and temperature resistance – all this is 
offered by our fuel and oil additives!

First aid in first-class quality:
Our problem solvers quickly get 
vehicles moving again, and help to avoid 
damage in advance!

MOTOR AND GEARBOX OILS
SERVICE PRODUCTS

Everything that drives 

drives better 

with LIQUI MOLY
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CANADA

GT3 CUP CHALLENGE

Jeff Kingsley on the way to his 1st victory in the 
Canadian GT3 Cup Challenge – powered by LIQUI MOLY!
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Whether trail or pump track: If you regularly 
give your bike the right lubrication and care 
before riding through the course, you will 
have much more riding fun and less 
material wear!

GERMANY

BIKE RANGE
Downhill rider Tim Haug
from Ulm relies day and night
on the BIKE 
range from LIQUI MOLY!

Photos: Moritz Peter
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GERMANY

BIKE RANGE

LIQUI MOLY has also mastered 
products for bikes without engines to 
perfection, as shown by our BIKE 
program. This product line for bicycles 
and e-bikes covers everything a cyclist 
could wish for, from chain oil to chain 
spray, multi-functional spray to 
bicycle cleaner, right through to tire 
repair spray.
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Reliable on the road with LIQUI MOLY! For 6 weeks, Johannes Paschke from 
Lübz, Germany, with his legendary “GDR van” Barkas B 1000 and his Qek 
Junior mobile living room drove from Germany through the Baltic States to
St. Petersburg in Russia. Armed with our 2-stroke motor oil and other LIQUI 
MOLY products from the Raiffeisen coop market in Lübz as well as stickers, 
caps and T-shirts from our fan collection, the loyal member of the Lübz 
classic car club was able to embark on the 7,000 km long journey lubricated 
in the best possible way.

FAN POST

CLASSIC TOUR

An unbeatable combination:
Mr. Paschke, his Barkas B 1000 van 
with Qek Junior and LIQUI MOLY.

Sightseeing in Narva, the third largest city in Estonia, 
directly on the Russian border. 

No pain, 
no gain ;-)

In the Latvian border 
town of Valka, shortly after Estonia.

Pit stop 
in Kaliningrad.
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COMPETITION

ONLY UNTIL 31.12.2019 Have you informed  
your customers?
The biggest LIQUI MOLY competition ever, with prizes  
worth over EUR 200,000 in total, is in full swing. 
All LIQUI MOLY oil customers stand to win until the end 
of the year!

This is how your customers enter:

Oil change with LIQUI MOLY
Anyone who buys a 1 l, 4 l or 5 l canister of 
LIQUI MOLY motor oil, or has an oil change carried 
out with LIQUI MOLY engine oil in the workshop, 
during the campaign period can participate.

1

Upload the invoice
Simply upload a photo of the bill or 
receipt. Important: LIQUI MOLY must 
appear on the invoice.

2

Immediate 
prize notification
The prize is displayed on the smartphone 
or via e-mail.

3

www.nimm-liqui-moly.de

Everybody
wins!

ONLY FOR CUSTOMERS

IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
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With new staff to new customers, new sales and new growth: LIQUI MOLY Managing Director 
Ernst Prost (center) and Alexandra Holzwarth (Assistant to Management, left) warmly welcomed 
new staff in July (from left to right): Roland Lenz (Sales Representative Commercial Vehicles), 
Mike Schmidt (Production), Melanie Schaffrinna (Team Assistant Sales), Sascha Mohns (Sales 
Representative Workshops) and Francisco Clemente (Sales Representative Workshops).

NEW RECRUITS
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A cordial floral greeting and best wishes to our colleague Philipp Steidle (Area Manager, right) on 
his 60th birthday, presented by Georg Frei (National Sales Manager).

CONGRATULATIONS

Anyone who conjures up a colorful bouquet of possibilities for our international customers 
every day will have earned a bouquet by the time they celebrate their anniversary at the latest! 
Ernst Prost presented this to our colleague Melanie Orlando (Assistant Export Manager) on the 
occasion of her 10th service anniversary.

CONGRATULATIONS

Our customer Stahlgruber raffled off a copy of our LIQUI MOLY service products in the course 
of a video clip about our stock of wonderful chemicals. The company Kfz-Service Henkel from 
Mündersbach was finally able to secure the prize and was delighted with the personal 
presentation. Amongst the participants (from left to right): Daniel Arnold (mechanic), Dennis 
Schmengler (Stahlgruber, Limburg sales outlet), Daniel Hoffmann (Regional Manager Workshop) 
and Dennis Henkel (Managing Director). Congratulations!

CONGRATULATIONS
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To the LIQUI MOLY family! During a weekend outing, Sebastian 
Ott (Product Management, left) used the opportunity to visit our 
former colleague Dieter Steil (Key Account Manager Sales SB) 
and chat with him about old times and latest developments.

FAN P(R)OST

Despite temperatures of over 35 °C, around
9,000 participants took to the 5.3 km long route over 
grounds of Dillingen steelworks. The participants 
included 25 highly motivated Meguin colleagues, 
some of whom were able to improve their times 
compared to last year’s race, despite the tropical 
conditions. Strong performance!

COMPANY RUN

DILLINGEN, SAAR

LIQUI MOLY rocks! Our friend Erich Rostek 
(Scuderia Westfalica formula racing) relies 
on this not only for motorsport, but also 
for appearances with his rock formation.
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The before and after comparison of our South African customer 
Rodney Ewers from Limopopo Oils shows this most impressively: 
Our cleaning pistol Tornador Gun whirls up a lot of joy in combina-
tion with our Universal Cleaner Extreme and makes even heavily 
soiled car upholstery look like new with little effort.

CAR CARE

BEFORE

AFTER

1 horsepower, 100% passion! Pony “Special Fox” and rider Andrea Lettmayer in Stadl-Paura, 
Upper Austria, proved that with dedication and the right partners you can also achieve great 
things as a small horse. To be the only pony among warmblood horses to participate was a chal-
lenge, which they mastered excellently with a 2nd and a 5th place.

PS WHISPERS
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NATIONAL PRESS

KFZ-Wirtschaft, edition 04/19

Auto und Wirtschaft, edition 04/2019

DIY, 
edition 05/19
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Auto Service, edition 03/19
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AutoBild, 
edition 05/19

Motorrad, 
edition 06/19

Krafthand, edi-
tion 04/19

Reitwagen, 
edition 04/19

Segler Zeitung, edition 06/19

Freie Werkstatt, edition 05/19
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS

GREAT BRITAIN

www.liqui-moly.us

Enlight 
your
engine
Enlight Enlight 
engineengine

with molecular
friction control

USA
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GREAT BRITAIN

Fabriqué en Allemagne. 
Fabriqué pour vous.
Pour de plus amples renseignements ou 
de l’assistance technique, veuillez appeler 
1-888-MOLYOIL (665-9645)

www.liqui-moly.us

Votre voiture européenne a soif d’approbation
Des huiles moteur et des additifs pour chaque voiture européenne -

tous d’un seul fournisseur.

CANADA
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USA

CANADA
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ITALY

IRELAND

GREAT BRITAIN
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SPONSORSHIP

As Vice European Champion and second in the World Cup, she is making big 
waves for our brand and our MARINE range: Swedish jet skier Jonna Borgsträm 
from the KEVRACING team.

KEVRACING
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LIQUI MOLY FAMILY WORLDWIDE

OUR ROOTS IN ULM. AT HOME IN THE ENTIRE WORLD.
#Schwörmontag! Our plane 
was also there again! 



bug@liqui-moly.de

Next 
closing date: 

14. 08. 2019

You are
PICTURES AND STORIES
PICTURES AND STORIES is for all of us. By all of us. 
A exceptional reflection of an exceptional brand. Share your 
experiences, success and emotions about the LIQUI MOLY 
family worldwide – with your contribution to the next edition 
of our company magazine.

Simply send your photos and all corresponding information to: 

Please note the following points when making a contribution:
LANGUAGE
•	 Texts are preferably to be provided in German or English. 

COMPLETENESS
We need the following information for each submitted photo:
•	Complete names of all persons shown (first/last name, job/

profession, company etc.). 
For group photos, the names from left to right.

•	Place and date the photo was taken (precise address, e.g. 
name and location of the workshop). 
Detailed information and anecdotes regarding the photo  
(exhibition, event, award …).

IMAGE QUALITY
•	 For optimum quality, the images should have a resolution of at 

least 1,920 x 1,080 pixels. 
File attachments in e-mails should be no larger than 25 MB.

•	Unfortunately, we are not able to use heavily blurred, faded or 
rotated photos or those that are underexposed. 

FILE FORMAT
•	Preferably send photos/pictures as jpg files.
•	Write texts and image captions directly in the mail or send as a 

separate document (Word, Excel or RTF). 

The magazine appears
on a monthly basis. That's why

we ask that content be 
delivered promptly. Photos and 

articles that are sent after
the respective closing date 

appear in the following 
issue.


